Those actions, combined with estimates on declining fall enrollment (and possible delays in the resumption of campus‐based instruction), have catapulted institutional reserves, endowments, foundations, and lines of credit into a critical role in the financial planning and survival process. However, because those relief efforts remain finite in their respective amounts, both short‐ and longer‐term financially impactful adjustments will certainly need to be considered by every athletics department.

Although there are a variety of ways to legally manage a significant reduction in financial resources, once the actual or projected budget reduction has been determined, college athletics administrators might consider the following steps:

**➤ Reductions other than in personnel or sports:** An analysis could be performed to determine how much money can be saved by significant reductions in every area except practice and competitions. Each team\'s budget for uniforms, equipment, supplies, travel, and recruiting, among other things, should be scrutinized in an equitable manner. A new and extremely conservative cost‐conscious approach could replace the usual practice on acquisitions and expenditures to yield savings.

**➤ Reductions in salary and certain personnel:** Assuming that the required budgetary reductions weren\'t achieved by the actions in the first step, an analysis could be performed on the potential impact of percentage‐based salary reductions throughout the athletics department and the potential elimination of positions at the managerial, administration, and support levels. Employment contract and union collective bargaining issues may limit what can be done in that regard, but it\'s sometimes helpful to consider alternatives to the more impactful step of team eliminations.

**➤ Alternative funding sources:** To the extent that fundraising, donations, alumni support and involvement, sponsorships, and any other income streams may be available and could help bridge a financial gap in combination with other cost‐saving measures, they could also be explored. With that said, athletics administrators and the institution\'s development office may already have a firm handle on the likelihood of the success of these efforts when considered in conjunction with the size of the budgetary reduction facing the athletics department.

**➤ Restructuring of athletics department:** It could be that regardless of the other budgetary reductions and fiscal restraint actions that are implemented, the budget gap may remain too large without a comprehensive change in the sports offered by the institution. In that case, athletics administrators should develop a methodical process and criteria for the selection of teams to be considered for elimination. A variety of criteria could be considered in the process, such as the size of the team, the financial cost of operations, the condition of practice and competitive facilities and the need for future capital investments, the potential economic savings, alignment with conference championships, and the relative success of the team, among others. Although additional and different criteria can certainly be applied, the final decision should accomplish the budgetary objective in a logical, understandable, and legally defensible manner. To this end, it may be helpful to document the process and the considerations in order to support the validity of the process and the ultimate decision and simultaneously to memorialize a legal defense to any litigation initiated in response to the cost‐cutting actions.

Of course, the process will also have to consider scholarship obligations, coaching contract obligations, conference requirements, the NCAA\'s minimum number of teams requirement, continuing affiliations with a conference and/or the NCAA, and the interplay of any possible changes with the institution\'s Title IX obligations. Because of the potential number of contractual obligations and legal requirements, it may be advisable to involve the institution\'s legal counsel in the process at an early stage to provide critically important analysis and guidance and help frame the process that will be used.
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